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  Please submit articles to Lynn Chapman  (lynnalanchapman@gmail.com) or to Wesley 
Jackson (jacksowe@gvsu.edu) via e-mail or in person. 

 
MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT 
 
Due to the Coronavirus pandemic all meetings in the spring of 2020 have been 
cancelled – see below under chapter news.  
 
The next meeting with be on September 10th, 2020 which will be the annual show and 
tell where people are invited to bring their collections in to show.  At this time we will 
also have a short business meeting, the agenda which will include the schedule of 
presentations for 2020-2021 (see below) and election of officers (also see below). 
 
CHAPTER NEWS 
 
The schedule for the 2020 – 2021 season is tentatively given below. While the 
coronavirus pandemic forced the cancellation of all meeting in the spring of 2020 there 
was some interest expressed in picking up where we left off in March of 2020 when we 
resume meetings in the fall of 2020. Dr. Jessica Yann of MSU has already expressed a 
willingness to reschedule her presentation although we have not nailed down a date yet.   
 

Meeting Date Topic Speaker 
Sept 10, 2020 Show and Tell --- 
Oct. 8, 2020 Late Prehistoric – Middle Historic Grand River Lynn Chapman 
Nov. 12, 2020 Historic Odawa and fur trade Dr. Jessica Yann – to be 

confirmed 
Dec. 10, 2020 Euroamerican settlement Grand River Jeff Sievers, to be 

confirmed 
Jan 14th, 2021 To be determined  
Feb. 11, 2021 To be determined  
Mar 11, 2021 To be determined  
April 8, 2021 To be determined  
May 13, 2021 To be determined  

 
I have two other power-point presentations that I could give next year beside the 
October presentation noted above.  One of these builds off the presentation Dr. 
Brashler and I did for the Miami last December and concerns the application of the 
Direct Historic Approach in archaeology and the Potawatomi and Odawa tribes. This 
comes from my long-term interest in linking historic tribes with the prehistoric 
archaeological remains.  The second presentation, and more for fun, is a cartographic 
history of west Michigan using digital images of old maps from 1500 up to 1763. Both of 
these are ready to go if desired.   
 
Something else that was postponed because of the pandemic was the election of 
chapter officers.  Chapter positions and current officers are:  
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President: Lynn Chapman 
Vice President: Wesley Jackson 
Treasurer: Don Spohn 
Secretary: Brian and Brenda Geib 
Board: Dr. Janet Brashler, Ken Price, Greg Baldus 
Coffinberry News Bulletin editors: Lynn Chapman, Wesley Jackson, Alex Michnick 

 
After two years I am planning to step down as president.  I also would not mind if 
someone else took over as editor of the Coffinberry News Bulletin, perhaps someone 
who could modernize it better than I can – Lynn Chapman.  
 
SOCIETY NEWS 
 
MAS 2020 Elections 
 
A request for nominations for State offices has gone out.  Lynn Chapman, the 
nominations committee chairman (and secretary, etc.).  The positions include: 
 
President, 
Two Vice President Positions 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Trustee 
 
Nominations can be emailed to lynnalanchapman@gmail.com 
 
Elections will be held in the fall of 2020 but you must attend the annual meeting to vote.     
 
As with so many other things, the MAS elections held during the Annual Spring Meeting 
were also postponed to the fall of 2020.   
 
UP-COMING EVENTS 
 
Michigan Archaeological Society Annual Spring (Fall) Meeting  
 
Will be held in April but date and location to be announced.   
 
Michigan Historic Preservation Network 2020 Conference:  
 
40th Annual Statewide Preservation Conference 
“Preservation on the Frontline”  
Thursday-Saturday, Sept 20-23, 2020 
Fetzer Center, Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
 
This event includes speakers as well as tours of historic buildings in Kalamazoo. See 
https://www.mhpn.org/happenings/annual-conference/ for details. 
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The Midwest Archaeological Conference will be held October 1-3 in East Lansing this 
year.  It is at the Kellogg Hotel and Conference Center, MSU.  That is all the details that 
is available for now on their website.   
 
Michigan Archaeology Day will be on October 24th, more information will be coming in 
the future.   
 
ARCHAEOLOGY AROUND MICHIGAN 
 
Nothing for this right now.   
 
FEATURE ARTICLE 
 
 As a prelude to their up-coming talk (April 16th) concerning Madame La 
Framboise the following article was printed in the Lowell Area Historical Museum 
Newsletter and I obtained permission to reprint it here.   
 
 

The Grand River Odawa  
and the Coming of the French, British and Americans 

1755 – 1796 
 

by Shantell Ford 
Lowell Area Historical Museum 

 
The Odawa and French 
 

The Odawa, one of the three tribes in Michigan comprising the larger 
Anishinaabe, were already established in the Grand River Valley by 1755.  
  

The Michilimackinac Anishinaabe kinship network geographically had its northern 
point in Mackinac, then made a triangle with points at the Grand River and Green Bay. 
This included the Odawa in today’s Lowell. The Odawa people were not separated from 
events happening to the east. Not only were they fully aware of the power struggles and 
wars for control of the land by the French, British, and American Colonists, they also 
interacted with the events that changed the continent. 
  

One researcher states, “From offering furs and allowing trade, to goading 
imperial schemers and sparking wars, the Anishinaabe Odawa at Michilimackinac 
helped precipitate critical turning points in this history. Both French and British dreams 
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of expansive colonies and imperial dominance grew, and foundered - at least in part - in 
Indian country.” 1 
  

During the French and Indian War, the Native American people of the Michigan 
area, including the Grand River Odawa, helped France. Historian Claude Hamilton 
explained that, “the French inter-married with the Indians and treated them as brothers, 
whereas the English treated the Indians with contempt and themselves as masters.” 
 

Charles de Langlade was illustrative of this population. He was Metis-a child of a 
Native American and a French parent. The term Metis usually referred to the offspring 
of a French fur trader and native wife. Langlade was the son of Domitilde, daughter of 
an Odawa Chief and Augustin Langlade, a French- Canadian fur trader. Langlade grew 
up at Fort Michilimackinac and knew both Odawa and French. He became a Great 
Lakes fur trader, spending many seasons on the Grand River, living and working among 
the Odawa who were family to him.      
  
When tasked with raising native troops to aid the French, it was only natural for 
Langlade to come to here. He spent the winter of 1755 on the Grand River rallying 
Odawa. “The Ottawa struck against the British and their Indian allies in a series of hit 
and run raids. The main strategy of Indian warfare was to surprise the enemy, do as 
much damage as possible, take hostages and goods, and then quickly slip away. For 
the most part, fighting took place in summer when the men could be spared from their 
other responsibilities.”2  Langlade and his armies were responsible for the defeat of 
General Braddock and harassing westward settling English. General Braddock’s death 
near Fort Duquesne, known today as Pittsburgh, was significant in history as it allowed 
for the rise of his second in command, George Washington.  
  
Odawa and the British 
  

Following the French loss in the French and Indian War, the British controlled the 
fur trade, including trade along the Grand River. England’s pronouncements of 
‘sovereignty’ over the land troubled native people in the western Great Lakes. British 
officers were emphatically reminded that they had defeated the French, not the Native 
people.  Pontiac’s Rebellion was a war fought against the British by a confederation of 
Native tribes, including the Odawa. Small forts were taken, including Fort 
Michilimackinac. It proved a vivid reminder of who controlled the western Great Lakes.3 

 
1 Masters of Empire – Great Lakes Indians and the making of America; Michael A. McDonnell 
2 People of the Three Fires, The Ottawa, Potawatomi, and Ojibway of Michigan -  Odawa – James M. 
McClurken 
3The Sixty Years’ War, ‘Ignorant bigots and busy rebels’ The American Revolution in the Western Great 
Lakes Susan Sleeper Smith  
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While the native fighters didn’t accomplish all that they were striving for, the peace 
treaty ending the conflict on October 7, 1763, drew a boundary line that resulted in 
British colonists staying out of the Great Lakes, leaving the fur trade mainly to the 
Native people and their French kin.    

“By the time the English took control of the western Great Lakes, the kinship ties 
that bound Frenchmen to Native people spanned generations. The best furs were 
reserved for kin and allies. Those English traders who successfully penetrated the trade 
secured entrance through marriage into French families or to Native women.”4    

 

When the American Colonists began to rebel, the British realized the need to 
have alliances with the native people and those they saw as liaisons to them. With the 
defeat of the French, some past British opponents were now convinced to align 
themselves with the British. One such ally, Charles de Langlade, convinced the British 
that he would be able to rally the Grand River Odawa against the Americans. Thomas 
Anbury, British officer in the army of General Burgoyne, wrote in 1777 from the borders 
of Lake Champlain: “We are expecting the Ottawas. They are led by M. de Saint Luc 
and M. de  Langlade, both great partisans of the French cause in the last war, the  latter 
is the person who, at the head of the tribe which he now commands, planned and 
executed the  defeat of General Braddock.” It is important to see that the Odawa were 
considered a powerful and necessary ally by the British.  “If Michilimackinac was the 
door to North America, the Odawa, backed up by a powerful array of relations across 
the Lakes, held the key.”5 

In September of 1779, the British, in an effort to look for ‘rebel’ Odawas and 
purchase corn, sent the Sloop Felicity to Lake Michigan. The ship entered the mouth of 
the Grand River and men were sent in    canoes up river looking for caches of corn they 
had been told was stored by fur traders. They did not find the corn and the Odawa were 
already gone to their winter wigwams, so while the mission was unsuccessful for the 
British, it provides documentation of the British concern for the loyalty and resources of 
the Grand River Odawa. 

The defeat of the British and the resulting Treaty of Paris in 1783 gave the United 
States control over what is today Michigan. However, the British did not give up control 
until 1796, when the Americans finally occupied Fort Mackinac. Even then, the traders 
maintained their livelihoods, and the annual routine of the fur trade continued in its 
familiar cycle. It wasn’t until the treaty of Ghent in 1814, where the British once again 
gave Mackinac Island back to the United States, after seizing the island in July of 1812, 
that the United States of America gained final control over the fur trade. For the Odawa 

 
4 The Sixty Years’ War, ‘Ignorant bigots and busy rebels’ The American Revolution in the Western Great 
Lakes Susan Sleeper Smith 
5 Masters of Empire – Great Lakes Indians and the making of America; Michael A. McDonnell 
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along the Grand River, and the French-Canadian Fur traders who came each winter 
season, life was about to change rapidly.  
  

 
 
Join us this year as the museum’s special presentations explore the lives of Fur traders 
here in Lowell, beginning on April 16 with a presentation on Madame Madelaine 
Laframboise at 7:00pm at the Lowell Township Hall.  
 
 
  

The original log of the Felicity as shown in a 
newspaper article. 
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Great Lakes Native Americans in the Seven Year’s War 
 

Lynn Chapman 
 
 A couple of quick notes regarding the participation of Great Lakes Native 
Americans in the Seven Year’s War, building off from Shantell Ford’s article above.  
Contrary to what is sometimes written in history books, the Native Americans were not 
auxiliaries in the Seven Year’s War, they were equal allies of the French and made a 
considerable contribution to the war effort.  This sentiment was expressed most clearly 
in a speech given the Ojibwa leader Minavavana to Alexander Henry and other British 
traders assembled at Fort Michilimackinac in 1761: “Englishman, although you have 
conquered the French, you have not yet conquered us!” (Henry 1922:456).    
 Below is a list of battles from the Seven Years War in which the Great Lakes 
Native Americans participated which I have been putting together over the years7.  It is 
by no means complete but it serves to illustrate the level of Native American 
participation.     
 

Battle Comment Date Michilimackinac St. Joseph Detroit 
Monongahela Braddock’s defeat 7/9/1755 X X X 

Frontier raids  Pennsylvania, 
Virginia 1755  X X 

Oswego French take Fort 
Oswego 8/12/1756 X X  

Frontier raids  Pennsylvania, 
Virginia 1756 X X X 

Sabbath Day Point  Ft William 
campaign 1757 X   

Fort William Henry French take Fort 
William Henry 8/3 – 8/9/1757 X   

Ticonderoga British defeat Gen. 
Abercrombie 7/8/1758    

Fort Frontenac British take Fort 
Frontenac 8/26/1758    

Grant’s defeat British campaign 
against French 9/14/1758   X 

Fort Duquesne British take Fort 
Duquesne 11/24/1758   X 

Fort Niagara British take Fort 
Niagara 7/23/1759   X 

Quebec British take Quebec 9/18/1759 X   

Montreal British take 
Montreal  8/24/1760 X   

 
6 Henry, Alexander 1922 Travels and Adventures in Canada, University Microfilms, Ann Arbor MI.   
7 See Fred Anderson 2000 Crucible of War, The Seven Years’ War and the Fate of Empire in British 
North America, 1754 – 1766 (Alfred A. Knopf, New York NY.) for an excellent account of the Seven Years 
war and some events thereafter leading up the American Revolution.    
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Summary of Great Lakes Native American involvement in the Seven Years War from villages 
located at Michilimackinac (Odawa, Ojibwa), St. Joseph (Potawatomi) and Detroit (Odawa, 
Potawatomi, Wyandot) . Charles Langlade from Michilimackinac went east in the summer of 1758 
but I am not sure which action he took part in. Native American participation at Fort Ticonderoga 
with British General Abercrombie’s defeat and the British capture of Fort Frontenac (General 
Bradstreet) seems to have been minimal.  Also, the drop in participation in 1758 is explained by 
the small pox epidemic which raged in the Great Lakes following the capture of Fort William Henry 
in 1757 (Tasse 18768; McDonnell 20019; Widder 201310). 
 
 It should be noted that the Ohio Country tribes such as the Shawnee and 
Delaware also participated in the fighting but it could be argued they were fighting their 
own war, not as allies of the French, but rather against Anglo-American encroachment 
on their lands.   
 
ARTIFACT OF THE MONTH 
 

A Vessel from 20IA51 Ionia County 
 

Lynn Chapman 
 
 Site 20IA5111 is located at the junction of the Maple and Grand Rivers in Ionia 
County.  In 1996 I had reported on the site in connection with a shell mask gorget found 
there (Chapman 1996).  At that time, I had collected data from pottery from three 
different collections from the site, a total of 93 different vessels identified.  One of these 
collections was that of Buerl Guernsey. Around 1998, after I had finished going through 
his collection, Buerl had discovered another vessel from the site, from the western 
portion of the site which at that time was being mined for sand (Figure 1).  Buerl was 
able to find a large number of sherds from the vessel and reconstruct a portion of it. 
Buerl’s collection was donated to GVSU where I was able to examine the vessel and 
make notes to add it to the data I have already collected.   
 The pot, vessel 94, is quite remarkable in a number of ways.  It is grit tempered 
with an exterior exhibiting fine cordmarking. The paste is hard, silty, with sort of a chalky 
feel to it without the feeling of sand grains.  The temper is overall fine to medium, 
consisting of a mixture of white and black grit ranging from 0 to 2 mm in diameter.  The 
cordmarking extends all the way to the lip of the vessel. The interior of the vessel is 
smooth. What is most interesting about the vessel is the overall globular shape and high 
rim or neck present.  The lip is flat and well formed.  The only decoration on the vessel 

 
8 Tasse, Joseph, 1876 Memoir of Charles de Langlade, Wisconsin Historical Collections Vol. VII:131-187. 
9 McDonnell, Michael A. 2001 Charles-Michel de Langlade, Warrior, Soldier and Intercultural “Window” on 
the Sixty Years’ War for the Great Lakes, in The Sixty Years War for the Great Lakes 1754-1814, edited 
by D.C. Skaggs and L. L. Nelson, Michigan State University Press, Landing MI., pp. 79-105.    
10 Widder, Keith R. 2013 Beyond Pontiac’s Shadow, Michilimackinac and the Anglo-Indian War of 
1763, Michigan State University Press and Mackinac State Historic Parks, East Lansing and Mackinac 
Island, MI.  
 
11I am using this site number somewhat loosely. This is the number we used for the site where the shell 
mask gorget was found.  In reviewing information concerning the site(s) located at the mouth of the Maple 
River there are multiple sites and site numbers involved.  I know the general area where the pot in 
question was found but have not yet determined for certain if this appropriate site number for the area.   
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is a series of faint, almost indistinct, impressions on the lip of the vessel (Figure 2).  
Although they are too faint to tell for certain, I think these were made by impressing the 
thumb nail into the wet clay paste.  I also have the impression they alternate, being 
impressed first with the hand placed on the interior of the pot and then from the exterior.   
 
 

 
Figure 1.  Vessel 94 from 20IA51.  Reconstructed section of the vessel plus a couple of associated 
body sherds.   
 

Vessel 94 consist of 51 sherds, counting the reconstructed rim and shoulder 
portion as being one sherd.  The total weight is 897.3 grams.  The neck of the vessel is 
55.1 mm high, measured from the lip down to the junction with the shoulder.  It is 
thought that when the vessel was whole and sitting straight up the neck or rim would 
have angled outward (Figure 3). The thickness of the vessel rim/neck at 2 cm below the 
lip 8.0 mm.  This contrasts with the extreme thinness of the shoulder of the vessel which 
measures 5.3 mm near the maximum circumference of the vessel on the reconstructed 
section.  The neck, near the junction of the shoulder is 10 mm thick while at the face of 
the lip it is 5.2 mm thick (see the profile in figure 3).   
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Figure 2.  The lip of vessel 94 showing impressions made in the lip face.   
 

 
Figure 3.  Sideview of Vessel 94 and a drawing of the profile.   
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 When taking data on the body sherds, only those sherds with a diameter over 2 
cm were examined.  The body sherds were counted, weighed, thickness was measured 
and notes were made where on the vessel they seem to have come from. Sherds 
smaller than 2 cm, referred to as sherdolets, were counted and collectively weighed and 
nothing more was done with them.  With reference to the body sherds note the 
thickness differences between the sherds from the shoulder versus the base and the 
neck vessel (Table 1).    
 

Location Thickness 
Mean (mm) Range (mm) 

Body, Shoulder 5.5 3.9 – 7.7 
Base 8.9 7.0 – 11.4 
Neck and shoulder to neck junction 10.9 10.3 – 19.9 

 Table 1. Data from the body sherds.  
 
 Unfortunately, there was no char present on the sherds otherwise I would have 
sprung for an AMS date.  Based on the vessel shape, I think it probably dates to the 
Late Prehistoric period (A.D. 1200 – 1600), probably circa. A.D. 1550.  I say this based 
on the presence of a shell mask gorget from the site which are generally dated A.D. 
1400 – 1600 and also the presence of other artifacts such as bone rasps (a musical 
instrument, not a wood working tool) and rectangular sandstone abraders.  Such 
artifacts are dated elsewhere to the Late Prehistoric and more specifically between A.D. 
1500 - 1600. I think this vessel would fit in well with that time period. This would indicate 
this component at 20IA51 is roughly contemporary with Dumaw Creek where a shell 
mask gorget was also found (Quimby 1966; Hambacher 1992; Ehrhardt and Kelly 
2018).    
 In overall configuration vessel 94 resembles pottery from the Bell site located in 
eastern Wisconsin (Wittry 1963) a historic Mesquakie (Fox) village dating between 1680 
and 1730.  The majority of the ceramics from the site are was called Bell type 1, now 
renamed Butt des Morts (Behm 2008; Wittry 1963).  I photographed one such vessel 
from the Bell site in the Wisconsin Historical Museum located in Madison Wisconsin and 
include it here for comparison (Figure 4).  Note, I am not saying that Vessel 94 is a Butt 
des Mort type, only that there are some comparable features such as the overall shape 
of the vessel and the focus on lip decoration.     
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Figure 4.  Butt des Morts vessel from the Bell site in Wisconsin (Wisconsin Historical Museum 
10/2009).   
 
 The site 20IA51 is a large site and was extensively collected from during the 
early and mid-1900’s (Davis 1975).  At least one mound there was excavated in 1953 or 
1954 (Burch 1954; Davis 1975) and the Coffinberry Chapter made field trips there in the 
1960’s, one such trip in May of 1963 was arranged by Buerl Guernsey (Thatcher 1963).  
In June of 1963 Gillis reported the finding of grit tempered fabric impressed rim sherd 
with a loop handle evidently from this Coffinberry field trip.  This vessel appears to have 
been notched transversely across the lip (or scalloped) (Gillis 1963:58-59).   

As noted, the site is situated at the junction of the Grand and Maple Rivers.  In 
such a location, with the ability to go east across the Maple to Shiawasee River via the 
Saginaw portage and to go south following the Grand to the portage with the Huron 
River and hence on to Detroit, 20IA51 is situated at the cross roads of lower Michigan.  
The ceramics observed in collections from the site reflect this.  

 Ceramics indicate occupations from the Early Woodland (thick, interior/exterior 
cordmarked), Middle Woodland (dentate stamped vessels), early Late Woodland (grit 
tempered, cordmarked with cordwrapped stick impressions) and Late Prehistoric.  
Although I am still working on organizing the data on the ceramics, some Late 
Prehistoric types which have been recognized are Moccasin Bluff Modified Lip and 
Moccasin Bluff Impressed Exterior Lip vessels.  Also, vessels with notching placed 
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transverse across the lip as a form of shallow scalloping, a shell tempered Berrien ware, 
and a possible Parker Festoon rim.  

The notching made transverse cross the face of the lip found on many of the 
vessels from 20IA51 is suggestive of scalloping which is a characteristic commonly 
associated with Traverse ware from northwest Michigan but at 20IA51 there is an 
absence of the zoning observed in the cordmarking on Traverse wares (Hambacher 
1992) which has led me to identify these ceramics more closely to the Moccasin Bluff 
series (Bettarel and Smith 1992).   

The Berrien ware rim is identified as such on the basis of being shell tempered 
and exhibiting a smooth exterior surface.  Visually it matches those illustrated by 
Bettarel and Smith (1973) from the Moccasin Bluff site.  Although at least one shell 
tempered rim is present in the collections, analysis of the body sherds revealed very few 
shell tempered ceramics overall. Of the 421 body sherds evaluated, only 15 (3.5%) 
were identified as shell tempered.  In comparison to the Ada site assemblage, Ada 
being another Late Prehistoric site ca. A.D. 1400 – 1450 located lower down the Grand 
River, the ceramic collections from 20IA51 demonstrate a great deal more diversity.  
Also, in comparison to Ada, the assemblages from 20IA51 are lacking the wide (bold or 
finger trailed) and medium width trailing decorations found on the rims and decorated 
body sherds from Ada.   
 Vessel 94 is unique among those observed in the collections although in part this 
might be due to its completeness.  Pottery usually breaks at the neck to shoulder 
juncture leaving just the neck/lip (aka. the rim) portion of the vessel.  If only the rim 
sherd were present it would not be as remarkable.  Possibly some of the other vessels 
exhibit a similar configuration but this cannot be determined. All in all it is very well 
made and a tribute to the Native American women potters of the Late Prehistoric.   
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WRIGHT l. COFFINBERRY CHAPTER 

of the 

MICHIGAN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

 The W. L. Coffinberry Chapter of the Michigan Archaeological Society was 
organized in 1951 for the purpose of obtaining and recording information on the 
aboriginal inhabitants of the State of Michigan, to preserve their cultural evidence, and 
to disseminate knowledge concerning them.   
 
 Regular meetings are held on the second Thursday evening of each month, 
September through May, beginning at 7:00 P.M. at Room 249, Lake Michigan Hall, 
Grand Valley State University. A map and parking instructions are included on the back 
of the bulletin. Visitors are welcome.   
 
 The Chapter publishes a News Bulletin at multiple times during the year and the 
State organization publishes the Michigan Archaeologist, periodically was well.  These 
publications are received with membership.  The State Society holds an annual meeting 
in the spring and a workshop in the late summer or fall.   
 
 Membership in the Chapter is open to anyone interested in promoting the 
objectives of the organization, with concurrent and corresponding membership required 
in the Michigan Archaeological Society.  Go to http://micharch.org/wp/ to visit the web 
site of the Michigan Archaeological Society which also contains a membership page 
and forms.   
 
 Classes of Membership:  
 
Individual / Family $25.00 
Foreign $30.00 
Institutional $40.00 
Foreign Institutional $45.00 

 
Dues are payable on January 1 to the Treasurer of the Michigan Archaeological 
Society.   
 
Coffinberry Chapter Officers: 
President: Lynn Chapman 
Vice President: Wesley Jackson 
Treasurer: Don Spohn 
Secretary: Brian and Brenda Geib 
Board: Dr. Janet Brashler, Ken Price, Greg Baldus 
Coffinberry News Bulletin editors: Lynn Chapman, Wesley Jackson, Alex Michnick 
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Coffinberry Chapter Michigan Archaeological Society 
 

 

• Meets on the second 
Thursday of each month, 
September through May.  
 

• Meetings are held between 
7:00 pm and 9:00 pm. 
 

• GVSU Allendale Campus 
(see map).  
 

• On M-45 (Lake Michigan 
Drive), 8 miles west of 
downtown Grand Rapids. 
 

• Lake Michigan Hall, Second 
floor, Room 249. 

 
• Parking in Lot M in front of 

Lake Michigan Hall is open 
after 6:30 pm. 

 
 


